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Encourage a Fighting Spirit with the
Doner Designs Army Guitar

Description
The Doner Designs “Fight Back” military theme guitars and
basses were developed to encourage kids who are fighting
life‐threatening illnesses as well as the friends and family
who support them. These guitars are fully functional and
constructed with premium hardware and electronics sure
to please any musician, but are also works of art suitable
for display for the inspiration of anyone. For new or
aspiring players, a headphone amplifier and self‐study
book are included.
The Army guitar is based on Leo Fender’s famous
Stratocaster guitar. The body and neck come from a
value‐priced guitar from Fender’s import line. Doner
Designs then completely refinished and rebuilt the guitar
by replacing all of the pickups, hardware and electronics
with premium aftermarket components.
Three Seymour Duncan pickups with 5‐way pickup selector
and three separate coil‐tap switches offer a vast array of
tonal options. A bridge‐on toggle switch adds two
additional pickup combinations not possible with a
standard 5‐way switch. Further tone flexibility is provided
by passive (no battery needed) master bass and treble
controls. The Wilkinson tremolo and locking tuners
together enhance playability and increase sustain.
Military styling points include olive drab paint, camouflage
pickguard & backplate, large lag bolts, a painted‐on white
invasion star and large stencil lettering. In addition, a red
covered military toggle switch along with 9 dials and mini
switches give the control panel a cockpit‐like feel.
Though not a distressed finish per se, the Army Guitar has
something of an industrial appearance to it. It’s supposed
to look like a tank. A matte finish clear lacquer helps
protect the finish and contributes to the rugged army
equipment look. Two backplate options are included for
easy user customization.
(See reverse side for specifications)
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Features & Specifications
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Custom design, construction, finish and setup by
Doner Designs in suburban Chicago
Maple neck with rosewood fingerboard, satin
finish and 70’s style headstock
Contoured Strat‐style hardwood body
Seymour Duncan Classic Stack neck and middle
pickups
Seymour Duncan bridge humbucker pickup
Wilkinson tremolo with push‐in/pull‐out arm and
full size block
Wilkinson locking tuners
Wilkinson roller‐type string retainers
Custom pickguard & backplates manufactured to
our specs by Axetreme Creations
Premium 5‐way pickup selector switch
Bridge‐on switch (enables use of all 3 pickups at
once)
Coil tap switches for each pickup (wired with
capacitors for partial hum cancel in split mode)
Master volume and master passive treble & bass
controls
Dual momentary contact push‐button kill
switches (for machine‐gun effects)
Military style covered toggle switch
Full‐size CTS pots and orange drop capacitors
Ernie Ball strings

Accessories Included (not shown in pictures)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Roadrunner premium gig bag with star logo and
removable backpack
Levy's camo strap
Danelectro headphone amplifier & short cables
for use with belt clip
Panasonic earbuds
Korg plug‐in tuner
Cruztools multi‐tool
Live Wire instrument cable
Planet waves string winder
Hal Leonard guitar method book
Musician's Gear guitar stand
Extra set of strings
Camo picks

(See reverse side for description)

Joey (above), a family friend, is our connection to
Cystic Fibrosis. Thank you for joining in the fight!
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